
Beat/Action List (not exclusive)  

SHOOTING ORDER 

7:00 - 8:00 

1. Nat singing, various angles, not too much light revealing location, Nat well 

lit but it's unclear where she is 

 

8:00 band arrives 

8:30 - 9:30 

 

2. Band shots  

Covering MS and CU of band members and Nat  

(JIB, SLIDER and HANDHELD) Any LS that don't show crowd isn't there 

Nat singing direct to camera and to Mike tied up 

9:30 Actors/Extras arrive 

10:30 - 12:00 Band and actors/extras shooting 

(In linear order this takes place straight after seduction scene which will be shot 

straight after lunch) 

1. On Accent "You think I'm blind..." Lights come up revealing Nat and band 

and all characters and extras (jokes on Mike, tied up in chair) Pole dancers 

on poles, two other girls have just cuffed him 

2. LS - CU pull focus track on Mike ("Oh shit!) 

3.  Similar shot of Nat LS - CU pull focus staring straight at Mike, singing, 

empowered  

4. Handheld low angle of Nat and band with silhouetted crowd  

5. Sweeping JIB and slider shots of band (with crowd) 

6. Nat standing at end of stage singing over Mike 

7. Mike is gob smacked, tugging on his handcuffs in vain 

8. Shots of characters around Mike (that require band in background) 



12:00 LUNCH (band leave) 

1:00 SEDUCTION SCENE: 

Takes place before lights come up revealing band 

9. Mike entering the 'club' 

10. Pole dancers do their thing seducing him 

11. He can't believe his luck 

12. Another two girls guide him to a chair, handcuff him (he thinks it's a good 

thing at first) 

13. We see CU's of him and the girls (glances to each other showing they're all 

in on something)  

14. Sexy shots, girls legs etc 

2:30 Characters surrounding Mike, making fun of him, lap dancing etc 

15.  Scarlet lap dances on Mike 

16.  Cop tries to hit on girls 

17. Coach tries to pole dance 

18. Sexy girls slap Mike around 

19. Draw penises on his face 

20. Pour water over him 

21. Scarlet takes panties off and stuffs them in Mikes mouth 

4:00 

1. Song ends Mike sits in a spotlight, everyone is gone 

2. Scarlet comes out of the darkness, winks at Mike 

3. He looks terrified, screams through stuffed mouth 

4:45 

1. Filming extra Nat shots (if needed) 

 


